
Media detectives academy 

Preliminary Invitation 

 

Date: October 23
rd

, 2015 

Class: Ierg Professional development conference 

 

You have been selected to take part in a highly secretive 

media detectives training program. This will take a great 

deal of hard work, observation, and thinking. Are you 

ready for the challenge? You must decide what skills, 

knowledge, and equipment you will need to in order to 

become expert media detectives.  

 

Recommended protocols: 

 

- Establish code names for security purposes 

 

- Affix detective badges for official identification  

 

- Determine essential training topics for skill 

development  

 

- proceed with introductory skill assessment  

 

questions to consider: 

 

- What is media? What does it mean to be “media-literate”? 

 

- are you ad-aware? Do you know Which companies directly 

target you in their advertising? Are you a walking 

billboard of unpaid advertisements? 

 

- why do fast-food burgers look so good on t.v.? 

 

- where in the world is carmen sandiego? 

 

Sincerely, 

 

MDA Director J.D. Cluman  

 

  



Media detectives academy                         Lindsay zebrowski 

Early primary media literacy 

 

 

Students are invited to train as "Media Detectives" for a top-secret Agency. Through a series 
of challenges students are introduced to the "language" of advertising (brands, logos, 
mascots, slogans, jingles) and common "tricks of the trade" used in commercials and other 
media. The activities are designed to increase students' awareness of the many ways they 
are targeted as young consumers. 
 

 

Visit http://www.mrszebrowskiszoo.com/science--social-studies/media-detectives-academy 
to see the first post about this unit on my class website and view the other archived posts 
from January & February 2015 on the Science & Social Studies tab for a brief summary of 
our adventures.    
 

 

Outline of activities: 
 

1. Secretary interrupts a lesson to deliver a “top secret” package with Preliminary 
Invitation letter, name badges, and small, sealed envelopes. Tasks: create Official ID 
code name badges, brainstorm skills, take initial assessment (alphabet of logos) 
 

2. Package arrives before school. Not allowed to open it until instructed. After lunch a 
second package arrives containing small, sealed envelopes. Students conduct a search 
at home for alphabetic brands & logos and record in new detective “logbooks” 

 
3. Stealth Training and Code Breaking. Package waiting for us in the gym containing 

instructions (report to the playground) and a stopwatch. Protocols for stealth 
training: speed, stealth, security, support. Second package buried under the slide 
contains a code breaking assignment. Decoded message leads us to the library. 
Librarian has quarantined box and another package – “security and protection” 
defensive equipment (popsicle stick “bomb”) 

 
4. Field Assignment #2. At-home investigation: What is media? What is advertising? 

 
5. Extraterrestrial Case Assignment: Investigation of signs & symbols (a visiting alien is 

confused by road signs vs. advertisements). Field Assignment #3: Post-it note search 
of classroom for sneaky ads. Identify “free advertising” – branding on clothes and 
other possessions.  

 
6. Field Assignment #4 Cereal box design. Buy Me That Too: Kids and Advertising 

(created by HBO and Consumer Reports) – too good to be true toy commercials; 
product placement; jingles; celebrity endorsements; cereal box prizes 

 
7. Slogans & Jingles & Logos & Mascots. Field Assignment #5: How ad-aware are you? 

 
8. Final Assignments. At home: students design an ad for water like it’s an ad for 

pop/energy drink/sports drink. Buy Me That 3 – food advertising – taste tests, sugar, 
ingredients, sweepstakes, food ad photoshop, celebrities and sports drinks. Students 
create their own commercials with iMovie. 
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